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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a photovoltaic (PV) system with a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) facility. The goal 

of this work is to maximize power extraction from the photovoltaic generator (PVG). This goal is achieved using 

a sliding mode controller (SMC) that drives a boost converter connected between the PVG and the load. The 

system is modeled and tested under MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. In simulation, the sliding mode 

controller offers fast and accurate convergence to the maximum power operating point that outperforms the 

well-known perturbation and observation method (P&O). The sliding mode controller performance is evaluated 

during steady-state, against load varying and panel partial shadow (PS) disturbances. To confirm the above 

conclusion, a practical implementation of the maximum power point tracker based sliding mode controller on a 

hardware setup is performed on a dspace real time digital control platform. The data acquisition and the 

control system are conducted all around dspace 1104 controller board and its RTI environment. The 

experimental results demonstrate the validity of the proposed control scheme over a stand-alone real 

photovoltaic system.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

The rising of oil prices and increase in degree of pollution contrasted with the new provisions of sustainable 

development make alternative and renewable energy sources more attractive. Economic incentives and huge 

advancement in electronic technology promote the use of photovoltaic systems. The use of a converter on these 

photovoltaic systems is even more compelling as it increases their efficiency and reduces their costs. This work 

analyses the control of a stand-alone PV system. The success of a PV application depends on weather conditions 

where the power electronic devices help to increase the efficiency of the PV generator (PVG). Extracting 

maximum power from the PVG is a challenge. Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controller accuracy is a 

key control in the device operation for successful PV applications.In general, a PV system is typically built 

around the following main components as shown in Fig. 

(1) PVG that converts solar energy into electric energy.  
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(2) DC–DC converter that manipulates produced DC voltage by the PVG to feed a load voltage demand. 

(3) Digital controller that drives the converter commutations accordingly to a MPPT capability.  

(4) Load 

 

Fig.1 Synoptic diagram of PVG system. 

In general, the MPPT control is challenging because the conditions that determine the amount of sun energy into 

the PVG may change at any time. As such, the PV system can be considered as non-linear complex. Numerous 

MPPT methods have been developed and implemented in previous studies including [1] perturb and observe 

(P&O) [2] incremental conductance (Inc-Cond) [3] fractional open-circuit voltage and short circuit current [4] 

fuzzy logic controller (FLC) approaches [5] and Adaptive neurofuzzy inference system, etc.. These algorithms 

consist of introducing a crisp value, positive or negative (decrease or increase), all around the actual PVG 

operating point. From the previous power point position, the trajectory of the new command value helps the 

algorithm to decide on the command output value. These techniques have high tracking accuracy under stable 

conditions. The main advantage of the SMC is its implementation simplicity, robustness, and great performance 

in different fields such as robotics and motor control. This paper proposes a new design of stable SMC for PV 

system control. 

The proposed control methodology is built into two steps in order to control a PV system. The first step consists 

of an estimator synthesis of Vref. This last corresponds to the (MPP) working voltage Vref = VMPP. The 

second is to perform the system tracking based on the developed SMC regulator for a boost converter and 

according to the estimated voltage value. The main objective in this work is to construct an MPP voltage-

reference estimator that meets the MPP. The estimator is designed specifically in order to compute on-line the 

optimal voltage value VMPP. In this paper, the proposed SMC uses the error between the measured voltage of 

the PV module and the voltage generated by the voltage reference estimator to adjust continuously the duty 

cycle (D) of the DC–DC Boost converter in order to eliminate this error. The reference voltage value is 

generated online with no need to know the actual irradiation. The paper is structured as follows: a brief 

description of the considered PV model; explanation of the entire proposed MPPT method; a detailed analysis of 

the voltage reference generator and a sliding mode controller method; partial shadowing (PS), Simulation 

results. 

II. PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY CONVERSION 

PV Generator Model: 
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One can substitute for a PV cell, an equivalent electric circuit that contains a power supply and a diode as shown 

in Fig. 2. Every PV generator is characterized by its maximum power point that is obtained in a defined voltage 

value, but due to the fact that this point is variable depending on the weather conditions; irradiation and 

temperature, creating a voltage reference estimator seems to be the best way in order to generate the right 

voltage value in any condition. The power source produces the Iph current which depends on impinging 

irradiation. Through the diode flows current Id. The current I c feeding the load is the difference between Iph 

and Id which is reduced by the resistance RS. This last represents resistances of the cell and connection among 

cells.  

The node law gives: 

 

 

The current I ph can be evaluated as: 

 

 

Fig. Simplified PV cell equivalent circuit 

 

The reverse saturation current at reference temperature can be approximately obtained as: 
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Finally, the cell current Ic can be given by: 

 

The modeling of a PVG as given in Fig. 3 depends on Ns and Np that are the total numbers of series and parallel 

modules respectively 

 

Finally the PVG current (Ip) can be given by, 

 

The terms containing Rs and Rp parameters could be eliminated by simplification assumption Rp&Rs. Here the 

ideal model case is considered such as R s = 0 and Rp = 1. 

 

In this work, the ATERSA A55 PV manufactured module has been considered for simulation and practical 

validation purposes. This module has 36 series connected monocrystalline cells (ns = 36). Modules ATERSA 

A55 (637 527 35) are characterized as being professional panels. They are built with mono-crystalline silicon 

cells that guarantee power production. The performance of solar cells is normally evaluated under the standard 

test condition, the irradiance is normalized to 1000 W/m2, and the cell temperature is defined as 25 C. 

 

Fig. A PVG group of modules; Ns numbers in series and Np in parallel. 
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In order to increase the power, four modules are connected in parallel to form the PV panel that will be used in 

this paper. The extreme I–V nonlinear characteristics are shown in Fig. These real characteristics are logged and 

plotted for different radiation values and an almost constant temperature.  

 

                                      Fig. I–V characteristics for different irradiations 

III. MPPT CONTROL 

The Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control is a fundamental phase in order to obtain a good 

performance in a PVG system. Usually, the principle of this MPPT is based on adapting or varying the converter 

duty cycle (D) to finally bring the PVG working in its MPP. The Perturb & Observe is the most common 

method.However, it presents a lot of drawbacks. As a solution to overcome these drawbacks, a MPPT new 

control method which is based on SMC is proposed in this section. 

3.1P&O Algorithm Principle: 

Due to its simplicity, the P&O algorithm is the most popular. The principle of this controller is to provoke 

perturbation by acting on (decrease or increase) the PWM duty cycle command and observing the output PVG 

power reaction. If the present power P(k) is greater than the previous computed one P(k1), then the perturbation 

direction is maintained. Otherwise, it is reversed. The P&O algorithm can be detailed as follows:  

– When the ratio DP/DV is positive, the voltage must be increased, this yields 

 

– When the ratio DP/DV is negative, the voltage must be decreased through 

 

The DD crisp value is chosen by trial and tests in simulation. If the crisp value DD is very large or very small, 

then we may lose information. Despite the fact that the P&O algorithm is easy to implement, it principally has 

the following problems. 

The PV system will always operate in an oscillating mode.  
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 The PV system may fail to track the maximum power point.   

3.2Sliding Mode Controller: 

The SMC-MPPT algorithm is divided into two steps. The first is to estimate the actual reference voltage 

(VMPP) value at which the system will reach its maximum power. The second is the SMC PVG voltage 

regulation at the VMPP voltage value. These steps lead to a PVG MPP working point. The main role of this 

controller is to generate a command using a voltage reference (Vref) in order to force the system to work at the 

maximum power point (MPP). The main novelty in this method is to define the input of the controller as: Vp= 

VMPP. This input can be easily calculated and based on the bijectivity principle between VMPP and PMPP. So 

if the system will work at the VMPP, the maximum of power will be obtained (PMPP). 

Step1: voltage reference estimator  

Voltage VMPP value such as, VMPP= Kv ⁄ Voc, with Voc is the open circuit, or by directly reading and sending 

VMPP to the regulator [31]. This last requires basically a direct knowledge of the Voc or VMPP values. 

Generally, users of this method draw the PV characteristics and then feed the target values to the MPPT 

regulator. This method poorly tracks the VMPP input value that actually changes according to the temperature 

and depends on the irradiation values as shown in Fig. 

 

Fig. Real P–V characteristics for different irradiations at almost constant temperature. 

Fig.shows that for almost constant temperature and different irradiation values, the maximum power (PMPP) is 

obtained for different voltage values (VMPP). By joining the different MPP obtained for different irradiation 

values, we can construct the red curve that for a given (PMPP) value indicates the corresponding VMPP. 

Therefore, this red curve can be used as a MPP voltage reference estimator constructed using a fitting function F 

with VMPP = F(P). Fig. explains that for any state, after several iterations (projection), the system will be forced 

to work with the desired voltage VMPP and hence meets the MPP. For example, assuming that the PV system is 

working in an operating point ’P1’, after projection 
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Fig. P–V characteristics at fixed temperature value of 25 C. 

Using the reference voltage curve, the reference voltage changes from ‘‘V1” to ‘‘V2” and consequently the 

operating point of the PV system will change its position to ’P2’. Using the same principle, the ’P2’ will be 

projected again on the reference curve, and changes its position until the operating point reaches the MPP as 

shown in Fig. where finally P3 = PMPP. As a result, the constructed red curve can be used as a MPP reference 

voltage estimator. The main and direct advantage of this approach is that we can overcome the usually required 

solar radiation sensor.  

 

Fig. Real P–V characteristics for different irradiation and temperature values. 

Fig. shows the PVG characteristics for different temperature values such as 12 and 37 C. In this figure, the 

VMPP values are lying between 11.96 V and 16.99 V, which can be considered as a big range. As a result the 

VMPP is directly connected to the temperature values. As a consequence, one should consider an independent 

reference voltage curve for each temperature value. In the next part of this paper, the voltage reference (VMPP) 

estimator is constructed to generate the VMPP for actual temperature values. Since the PV optimal or reference 

voltage value also depends on the temperature, it is necessary to build an estimator that only considers the 

temperature values. Fig. 9 presents the curve of the MPP (VMPP = F (PMPP)) power to voltage characteristics 

for the different couples (VMPP, PMPP) obtained for different conditions. These couples have been collected 

from real characteristics. All points (VMPP P, T) are interpolated to obtain the function VMPP = F (P, T) which 

provides the voltage value at the MPP for any power valueat a given temperature. 
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Fig. Optimal power–voltage characteristics for different temperature values. 

Several tests have been performed using different types of functions. Finally, it is deduced that the following 

function provides the better interpolation for the Atersa model. The constructed function is denoted as 

 

Fig. shows the surface that provides the reference voltage for different power and temperature values. 

 

Fig. Surface power–temperature–voltage characteristic of MPP 

Step 2: SMC After the estimation of VMPP, the implemented SMC is used to drive the regulation element in 

such a way to reduce the actual voltage error between the acquired PVG voltage and the target VMPP. The 

boost converter is forced to bring up the PVG to operate at the desired reference voltage value (Vref) and 

therefore at the maximum power working point. 
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IV.STABILITY DEMONSTRATION 

The stability can be analyzed based on the Lyapunov theory. A positive definite function V is defined as: 

 

Next, based on the principle of Lyapunov, it is demonstrated that S reaches the state S = 0. Therefore the system 

reaches the desired voltage value VMPP, and thus reaches the point of maximum power. 

 

The switch will be open; this implies that the duty cycle will increase. From the boost converter model Eq. (16) 

we have, Rpv = (1 - D)
2
Rout and using this equation, we can observe that: – If the duty cycle D increases, then 

Rpv decreases, so based on the PV dynamic given by the I–V characteristic shown in Fig, the Ip will increase 

and V p will decrease equivalently from Eq. (9). It can be deduced that when the voltage (Vp) increases/decrees, 

the current (Ip) decreases/increases. 

 

 

Fig.  I–V characteristics and MPPT process. 

The switch will be closed this implies that the duty cycle will decrease. If the duty cycle D decreases, then Rpv 

= (1 - D)
2
Rout increases. Therefore, based on the PV dynamic given by the I–V characteristic shown in Fig. 11, 

the Ip will decrease and Vp increases equivalently from Eq. (9). It can be deduced that, when the voltage (Vp) 

decreases/increases the current (Ip) will increase/decrease, so: If the resistance connected to the PV panel 

increases then (Vp) increases and (Ip) decreases, this implies that: 
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Finally, using the Lyapunov stability theory it can be concluded that S reaches the state S = 0, meaning that the 

system reaches the desired voltage value VMPP and hence the converges to the point of maximum power.  

V. PARTIAL SHADOWING OF PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS 

A number of series/parallel connected PV modules are used to construct a PVG for a desired voltage and current 

level as previously shown in Fig.3. The performance of the series connected string of the solar cells is 

unfortunately affected if all its cells are not equally illuminated (partially shaded). 

 

Fig. P–V Characteristics under constant irradiation (1000 W/m2) and temperature (25 C) 

Partial shadow (PS) is a common reason of power loss in a photovoltaic application. This loss of efficiency can 

occurs in many ways. Depending on the object causing the shading, it could only be seasonal, or for a few hours 

each day, resulting in obviously mysterious fluctuations in the power as shown in Fig. This paper proposes an 

additional algorithm to be added after the voltage reference estimator and before the SMC controller in order to 

correctly track the MPP against PS disturbance occurring. This work proposes a system based on a simple 

partial shadow detection method that will be trigged only when PS is detected; in order to check the presence of 

a PS, this algorithm makes a test every one second; this is accomplished through the test of the power value. As 

a result, when the power decreases by 10% the correction action will be trigged. This algorithm is called PS-

SMC. 

It is divided in three main parts:   

Generating the optimal voltage VMPP under ordinary conditions (no partial shadowing), using the voltage 

reference estimator.   

Detection of the partial shadow and search for the new optimal voltage.   

Forcing the system to operate with the optimal voltage using the SMC.  

In this algorithm, temperature and current voltage sensors are required for the voltage reference estimator. The 

same current and voltage will be later used for the calculation of the power values. First, the voltage reference 
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estimator generates the VMMP. After receiving this last value, this algorithm makes a test every period of one 

second in order to test the existing shadow by detecting a decrease in the power values. In the case of no-

existence of power loss, the current VMMP is directly given as an input for the SMC. Otherwise if it detects a 

decrease of 10% in power quantities (if DP < 10%), the search for the new optimal voltage (new MPP) will 

begin.  

 

Fig. PS-SMC algorithm flowchart. 

This algorithm will start the search from the VMMP to the optimal voltage of the PVG under ordinary 

conditions. This last voltage is generated by the used voltage reference estimator. In order to minimize the 

DP/DV ratio value, and starting from the actual VMMP, the voltage is decreased or increased according to the 

sign of DP/DV withk0 as a constant of the PS-SMC. Finally, the system operates in the new optimal voltage via 

the SMC. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The used PV panel contains 10 modules connected in series (Ns = 10) and 10 modules connected in parallel (Np 

= 10) as shown in Fig. The PS-SMC, with optimal voltage reference, is compared to P&O algorithm. Both 

controllers are tested over external and internal variation. The system is tested over a sudden step irradiation and 

load changes as shown respectively in Fig’s. This action is used to prove the controller robustness and the ability 

to keep extracting the maximum power within this abrupt variation. In order to test the PS-SMC robustness 

against PS the system will suffer 19% of partial shadowing from 1 to 3 s as shown in Fig. 
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Fig. PV array configuration.                                   Fig. Irradiation abrupt variation. 

 

Fig. Load abrupt variation.                                    Fig. Partial shadow abrupt variation. 

The results shown in Fig’s demonstrate the obtained results of P&O and the PS-SMC tracker’s stability. The PS-

SMC has very short response time and overshoots. Moreover, PS-SMC presents a reduced oscillation signal in 

the MPP compared with the P&O one. Below Fig. presents the duty cycle signal delivered by the P&O 

algorithm, which will be used with a reference saw signal to generate a PWM IGBT drive signal. Fig. also 

shows the direct PWM signalgenerated by the PS-SMC. 

 

Fig. Controllers Performances. 

 

(a)                                              (b)                                             (c) 

Fig : PVG current behavior (a) using P&O (b) using SMC (c) using FUZZY 
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(a)                                            (b)                                              (c) 

Fig : PVG voltage behavior (a) using P&O (b) using SMC (c) using FUZZY 

 

(a)                                              (b)                                           (c) 

Fig : PVG power (a) using P&O (b) using SMC (c) using FUZZY 

 

(a)                                              (b)                                         (c) 

Fig : The load feeding voltage (a) using P&O (b) using SMC (c) using FUZZY 

 

                      (a)                                           (b)                                                  (c) 

Fig : The load current (a) using P&O (b) using SMC (c) using FUZZY 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

A PVG system feeding a passive load type through a Boost converter is studied through simulation tests and 

practical implementation. To improve the system efficiency and performance, a MPPT DC–DC converter driven 

is synthesized based on the sliding mode theory. The stability of the proposed SMC-MPPT system is verified 

using the Lyapunov theory. To perform an accurate and rapid SMC-MPP tracker, a simple and reliable estimator 

was constructed using only temperature and power sensors. This estimator generates the VMPP according to 
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simultaneous temperature and irradiation variations. It is dressed in an analytical form to be easy to implement. 

The proposed MPPT algorithm ensures robustness and high tracking performance. To compensate and 

overcome the PVG shadowing effects and drawbacks, a new algorithm is proposed PS-SMC. Many tests were 

performed in an extensive simulation work to verify the robustness and the high performance of the proposed 

PS-SMC algorithm against partial shadow, load profile, and irradiation variations. Obtained results were 

presented and discussed. A practical implementation work was performed yielding a real prototype for 

implementation of the used algorithm. Experimental results and practical setup are described and discussed for 

the PVG system with a SMC-MPPT. This paper summarizes the main algorithms driving an entire PVG system 

obtained after long and extensive work, which dealt with theoretical and experimental efforts. Acquired results 

are very encouraging and suggest perspective experimental and theoretical studies for boosting PVG system 

performances. Moreover, this work can be extended to consider dynamic load types. 
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